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RELIEF IS AT HAND

You can have a toilet in a
cabin, installed and ready
to use within half an hour

of arriving on site.

You can install a toilet
within your own building
in a matter of hours, or

install a standard or fully
accessible cabin to

complement your own
structure, wherever you

need it.

No pits to dig, no sewage
outlet required, no water

to flush, no electrical
supply needed, no

chemicals to harm the
environment and no

smell, ever.

Many churches and
chapels are benefitting
from their ‘Ecotoilets’

Contact us for your
bespoke package

Ecotoilets for Churches



The Choice
The usual choice is the Separett Villa, a waterless separating
compost toilet. This looks and feels like a WC, but has no
flush. Instead, the liquid is diverted directly from the toilet
into a drain or soakaway. In this way, any amount of use can
be accepted and this excellent fertiliser is fed into the ground
unseen and without smell. The solid matter and toilet paper
are collected in a bin within the toilet, which can  in time be
simply transferred to a composter or compost heap. This will
produce a safe soil improver, excellent for plants.

From £625 including VAT

For churches where no-one wants to create compost, or
where minimum disturbance of the building is important,
you can select the Separett Flame incinerating toilet. This
uses 230v electricity to incinerate everything to a small
quantity of ash, which can be spread on the ground or put
in a waste bin.

From £3250 including VAT

Compare these choices to the installation of WCs, for which
you not only need a water supply, but also a septic tank or
mains drainage connection. This can cost tens of thousands
of pounds and involve complex and time consuming
excavation of the churchyard, with all its archaeological
implications. Thereafter, you will you have ongoing water bills,
the environmental harm of creating sewage and you also risk
frost damage and flooding. A cheaper alternative may be a
trench arch, but this severely limits the use of the toilet for the future and still requires
substantial excavation, as well as possible pollution of the surroundings.

Ecotoilets are an excellent way for a Christian community to show its concern for
God’s creation and are a contribution to becoming an ‘Eco-church’.
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